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Abstract: What do we need for sustainable artificial intelligence that is not harmful but beneficial
human life? This paper builds up the interaction model between direct and autonomous learning
from the human’s cognitive learning process and firms’ open innovation process. It conceptually
establishes a direct and autonomous learning interaction model. The key factor of this model is
that the process to respond to entries from external environments through interactions between
autonomous learning and direct learning as well as to rearrange internal knowledge is incessant.
When autonomous learning happens, the units of knowledge determinations that arise from indirect
learning are separated. They induce not only broad autonomous learning made through the horizontal
combinations that surpass the combinations that occurred in direct learning but also in-depth
autonomous learning made through vertical combinations that appear so that new knowledge
is added. The core of the interaction model between direct and autonomous learning is the variability
of the boundary between proven knowledge and hypothetical knowledge, limitations in knowledge
accumulation, as well as complementarity and conflict between direct and autonomous learning.
Therefore, these should be considered when introducing the interaction model between direct and
autonomous learning into navigations, cleaning robots, search engines, etc. In addition, we should
consider the relationship between direct learning and autonomous learning when building up open
innovation strategies and policies.
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1. Introduction
Discovery involves collaboration among man’s intellectual activities [1]. That is, new knowledge
can be found by having collaboration with the environment or other colleagues [2]. In addition, learning
plays a vital role in the development of autonomous agents [3]. The ability to learn new knowledge
is one of the major characteristics of humans who are autonomous agents [4]. Humans are able to
accumulate knowledge exponentially and conduct various social activities through very large amounts
of additional autonomous learning in addition to direct learning. Meanwhile, some researchers
present a novel unsupervised learning method for human action categories [5–7]. However, because
human learning has various nonhomogeneous kinds of learning in itself, the concepts to specify
human learning separately are utilized in order to specify human learning differentiated from the
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foregoing concept. They are direct learning, which means learning by direct teaching, and autonomous
learning, which means learning by humans’ recombination of the results of direct learning [8–13].
Social learning, which is done with the presence of many individuals, has allowed humans to build up
extensive cultural repertories, enabling them to adapt to a wide variety of environmental and social
conditions [14]. The Distributed Knowledge Management (DKM) approach or swarm intelligence is
also a kind of social or organizational approach [15,16]. The present study includes the learning within
the boundaries of organizations like firms in an open regional innovation system [17].
Computers cannot accumulate additional knowledge that surpasses their given programming.
For computers to accumulate additional knowledge, additional program coding is necessary. The main
characteristic of the methods of knowledge accumulation of humans is autonomous learning, which is
sometimes differently called implicit learning, solving a problem, or introspective measures of
learnings [18]. That is, through autonomous learning, each individual accumulates additional
knowledge that is beyond the scope of direct teaching. Therefore, if computers can conduct additional
autonomous learning that surpasses direct programming similar to humans, they will also be able to
accumulate knowledge autonomously similar to humans [19].
What do we need for sustainable artificial intelligence that is not harmful but beneficial for
human life?
Is it possible to design an autonomous learning model which is similar to that of humans or a
firm? If so, how should they be designed?
The purpose of the present study is to provide an answer to these research questions.
Herbert Simon, who prepared a momentum of epoch-making development of computer
engineering by applying the bounded rationality model of humans to artificial intelligence, also formed
a foundation for the development of computer engineering through the modeling of human
rationality [20–24]. The present study is intended to construct a knowledge learning model through
the modeling of humans’ or firms’ way of learning knowledge in open innovation condition such as
“learning from open innovation”, or “learning at the boundaries in an open regional innovation
system” [17,25,26]. The value of this study is high because autonomous learning is required in
many business areas, such as intelligent robots, autonomous vehicles, next-generation individual
smartphones, or open innovation strategy and business model building as a core function of
products [27].
In this study, the concept model is developed by reviewing the previous studies first and
brainstorming about the humans’ cognitive learning processes and firms’ learning processes during
open innovation [28]. Second, we construct the causal model of the interaction model between direct
and autonomous learning (IMBDAL) and develop a mathematical model for it. Third, we discover
cases that would be the targets of application of IMBDAL, thereby securing the validity of the model
as well as fixing the value and limitation of the model.
This study treats not learning but open innovation learning. It means that learning of open
innovation is the target of this paper.
2. Model Building
2.1. Basic Concept Modeling of Human and Firm Learning
Human learning covers a broad range of learning theories and key perspectives on learning related
to education, including behaviorist, cognitive, social cognitive, contextual, and developmental theories,
always highlighting relationships between concepts [29]. The theory of direct perception holds that
perception is specific to properties of ambient energy arrays [14]. However, the propensity of learners
for autonomous learning is a function of the development of cognitive and metacognitive abilities for:
(a) processing, planning, and regulating earning activities; and (b) controlling and regulating affect
and motivation [30].
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In human learning, “proven knowledge” is established through direct learning through
knowledge directly inputted from the external environment through various ways and channels,
and “confirmed information” is established from proven knowledge through the combinations of the
pieces of such knowledge by conducting activities in line with human consciousness like Figure 1.
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Thereafter, “hypothetical knowledge” is obtained through the various recombinations of these
pieces of information in the process of autonomous learning. This hypothetical knowledge is then
converted into “non-confirmed information”, which has certain branches through the interactions
between environments and humans [31,32].
Non-confirmed information acts as a core element of proven knowledge creation through direct
learning. The learning in human cognitive processes is composed of loops of direct learning and
autonomous learning. In this learning process, proven knowledge and hypothetical knowledge are
converted into confirmed information and non-confirmed information, respectively, and the boundaries
between the two are relatively set so that they can circulate [1,8].
Human beings complete direct learning by going through kindergarten, elementary school,
secondary education, including high school, and higher education including undergraduate and
graduate school. However, they continue direct learning for life through various channels, such as
work life, travel, hobbies, and social relationships. In line with this, a considerable or major part of the
knowledge accumulated by humans, utilized as the basis of various decision-making processes and
behaviors in life, is in fact derived from confirmed information, which is the result of direct learning.
It also undergoes autonomous learning to create hypothetical knowledge and additionally obtains
non-confirmed information. However, the knowledge or information accumulated by computers
is limited to confirmed knowledge that has been entered in the form of programs that have been
internally completed through direct learning, that is, direct coding processes. At present, computers,
in particular, absolutely lack the autonomous learning process similar to those of humans.
Humans’ main direct learning is conducted mostly at similar levels and amounts. However, many
pieces of knowledge that determine the amounts and qualities of individual humans’ decision-making
and behaviors are of fundamental differences because of the variations among individuals, which are
made through autonomous learning that surpasses humans’ direct learning.
2.2. Open the Black Box of Autonomous Learning
With r gard to humans’ learning, there have been previous studies, such as those on adaptive
network models of human learning to solve some of the perennial problems of theoretical
psychology [33]. To develop new machine learning models, the present study utilizes only the concept
of this theory to infer the characteristics of human learning in order to establish conceptual models.
Autonomous learning separates existing subjects and predicates from the four pairs of confirmed
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information—Aa, Bb, Cc, and Dd—and adds possible subject–predicate networks to derive additional
12 pairs of non-confirmed information—Ab, Ac, Ad, Ba, Bc, Bd, Ca, Cb, Cd, Da, Db, and Dc.
In line with this, before a full-scale discussion of autonomous learning, the characteristics
of computer programs that correspond to subject–predicate combinations should be established.
Both Java and C++, which are object-oriented languages, have program structures that include
subjects–predicates. Therefore, through the autonomous learning processes, additional knowledge can
be established from programs as shown in Figure 2.
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With regard to the relationship between proven knowledge and hypothetical knowledge, first,
as shown in Figure 3, the differences between proven knowledge and hypothetical knowledge are
not fixed, but their positions can be flexibly changed through the interactions with the environment,
such as decision-making and actions. However, attention should be paid to the fact that hypothetical
knowledge is utilized as a foundation for new decision-making and actions. If this is proven
through the interactions with the external environment, it will be proven knowledge; that is, proven
knowledge has uncertainty. In particular, through autonomous learning, proven knowledge is not
accumulated, but the dynamics of proven and hypothetical knowledge come to occupy the major
learning processes [3].
Second, attention should be paid to the fact that the basis of decision-making and actions is never
proven knowledge but is new uncertain knowledge; that is, hypothetical knowledge in most cases.
Attention should be also given to the fact that the ground for humans’ creative activities is not proven
knowledge but hypothetical knowledge.
Third, hypothetical knowledge is verified as ex post facto through decision-making and actions to
become the basis of proven knowledge.
Fourth, proven knowledge, which gradually increases hypothetical knowledge that is suitable for
the exponentially increasing number of networks, is obtained through autonomous learning.
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2.3. The Relationship between Open Innovation and Autonomous Learning
As shown in Figure 4, open innovation paradigm approaches to external ideas and knowledge
activate autonomous learning, thereby actively increasing hypothetical knowledge all the more [2,27].
Therefore, based on this knowledge, more creative decision-making and other activities that have not
been conducted previously come to be actively carried out. This is to say that open innovation can be
characterized by the increase in the decision-making processes and activities based on hypothetical
knowledge despite the fact that these decision-making processes and activities had not been conducted
previously [34–36].
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On the other hand, closed innovation approaches to innovation that are blocked from external
ideas and knowledge, as shown in Figure 5, activate direct learning to increase proven knowledge
through direct learning [4,28]. Therefore, this knowledge is more efficient for decision-making and
actions in accordance with the patterns that are already established. That is, closed innovation can be
characterized through the efficient implementation of the decision-making processes and actions that
are already established based on proven knowledge.
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Therefore, the setting of the ratio between autonomous learning and direct learning comes to act
as a major determinant that identifies the characteristics and scope of learning in artificial intelligence.
The hybrid models that combine these two learning methods, for instance, a learning model
CLARION can be proposed [37]. However, the efficiency of hybrid models is not high because
hypothetical knowledge and proven knowledge are not in synergic relationships. That is, as far
as hypothetical knowledge acts as an input into direct learning and proven knowledge acts as an
input into autonomous learning, hybrid models in which both are activated simultaneously cannot
be postulated. Of course, because both set the condition of each other, even if a condition in which a
certain learning is to be activated more intensively has been established, both act as limitations and
teach other in certain activities, thereby limiting their individual growths.
Figure 4 shows the high ratio of open innovation, while Figure 5 shows the high ratio of
closed innovation.
3. Expansion of Autonomous Learning
3.1. First Expansion of Autonomous Learning: Denial of Differentiation between Subjects and Predicates
In line with this, before developing learning models, the absoluteness of the differentiation
between subjects and predicates should be thought of. That is, although no additional information is
provided through the links between self-nodes, the qualitative differences between the knowledge
provided by the relationship between self-nodes and other subject nodes and the knowledge provided
by the relationship between subject nodes and predicate nodes cannot be clearly established. That is,
subjects and predicates are not qualitatively differentiated completely. In particular, the basic element
of knowledge production is the combination of at least two nodes. However, the combinations of
self-nodes are self-evident, and no additional knowledge is provided.
In Figure 2, in situations in which there are four pieces of direct learning—A-a, B-b, C-c, and
D-d—if the qualitative differences between subject and predicate nodes are not acknowledged, direct
learning will be defined as A a, B b, C c, and D d, whereas the 12 pieces of autonomous learning
that will first occur as the 12 pieces in Figure 2 from the additional links between subjects and predicates
have directional links.
However, if the homogeneity between subjects and predicates is postulated, first, the 12 pieces
of autonomous learning will additionally occur from the links among the existing subjects. They are
A B, A C, A D, B A, B C, B D, C A, C B, C D, D A, D B, and D C. Second, 12 pieces
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of autonomous learning will occur from the links among the existing predicates. They are a b, a c,
a d, b a, b c, b d, c a, c b, c d, d a, d b, and d c. Third, 16 pieces of autonomous learning
from the links among the predicates, and the subjects will be added. They are a A, a B, a C,
a D, b A, b B, b C, b D, c A, c B, c C, c D, d A, d B, d C, and d D. That is, if the
differentiation between the subject nodes and the predicate nodes is denied, in addition to the existing
12 pieces of autonomous learning, 40 additional pieces of autonomous learning will occur from direct
learning in Figure 2.
The major conditions and results of the first expansion of autonomous learning can be summarized
as follows.
First, non-directional links are changed into directional links. When subjects and predicates are
distinguished from each other, directional links per se are not meaningless in situations in which
subjects and predicates are specified. However, when the two are not qualitatively distinguished from
each other, directional links appear.
Second, when each node is linked to itself, the value of learning is defined as 0 because no
additional knowledge is provided. This is interpreted as non-occurrence of learning.
Third, more pieces of autonomous learning occur than when subjects and predicates are
distinguished from each other. Because of the additional quantity of autonomous learning, 52 pieces
of autonomous learning occur in the four pieces of direct learning in which eight different nodes are
linked to each other. This is different from the 12 pieces of autonomous learning based on the four
different subjects and four different predicates in Figure 2.
3.2. Second Expansion of Autonomous Learning: Vertical Expansion
In the discussion of Figure 2, the first expansion of autonomous learning that denies the
differentiation between subjects and predicates has the nature of horizontal expansion. That is,
it includes the knowledge made through additional combinations between the two nodes as the targets
of autonomous learning.
However, two kinds of learning with natures contradictory to each other exist in autonomous
learning. Of course, although the two may coexist in reality, refined models for them should be
developed because if the directions and effects of learning are different from each other, their results
will also be different. That is, the refined models are new forms of combinations among nodes, that is,
the occurrence of additional pieces of autonomous learning brought about by increases in the number
of links resulting from the addition of autonomous learning, which have the same number of links to
the given number of nodes.
As shown in Figure 2, 52 pieces of autonomous learning occurred in the first expansion.
If the number of links is expanded to two from the existing one link as vertical expansion, 52 × 6 = 312
pieces of autonomous learning will occur because six different nodes can be added to each of the
52 pieces of autonomous learning. If the number of links is expanded to three, 312 × 5 pieces of
autonomous learning will occur and if the number of links expanded to four, five, six, or seven,
312 × 5 × 4, 312 × 5 × 4 × 3, 312 × 5 × 4 × 3 × 2, or 312 × 5 × 4 × 3 × 2 × 1, respectively, pieces of
autonomous learning will occur.
This vertical autonomous learning has the following characteristics.
First, the repeated appearances of the same node are ruled out. Autonomous learning is based on
the addition of knowledge of individual nodes and the knowledge made by new combinations of the
new added nodes. Therefore, the vertical expansion of certain autonomous learning is characterized
by the circulations of different nodes through different directional links and nodes linked with each
other without repetition.
Second, whereas horizontal expansion is the subject of the first expansion, vertical depth expansion
is the subject of the second expansion. Horizontal expansion and vertical expansion are distinguished
by the numbers of nodes and links of direct learning. That is, the cases in which knowledge is made
through new combinations, whereas the same numbers of nodes and links as those of direction learning
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correspond to horizontal expansion, which is the first expansion of autonomous learning. On the
other hand, the cases in which additional pieces of knowledge are made based on the increases in
the numbers of nodes and links correspond to vertical expansion, which is the target of the second
expansion of autonomous learning.
4. Key Characteristics of IMBDAL: Autonomy Invades Certainty
In the process of the dynamic development of human recognition, the development of autonomy
brings about the decline of certainty, and these two progress in opposite directions [37]. Of course,
because of the limited growth of autonomy, the decline of certainty also has a certain lower limit in
terms of value.
Incidentally, these limits are reciprocal. That is, autonomous learning cannot grow infinitely
because it is limited by direct learning. In line with this, direct learning cannot grow infinitely either
because it is limited by autonomous learners. If these situations are substituted by autonomy and
certainty, the growth of autonomy is limited by the minimum certainty, and the growth of certainty is
limited by a certain degree of autonomy. Autonomy cannot completely sacrifice certainty, and certainty
cannot entirely sacrifice autonomy.
If this discussion is applied to the accumulation of knowledge in autonomous learning models,
the existence of knowledge growing, as shown in Figure 6, is concluded.
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Figure 6. Knowledge growth in IMBDAL.
The increase model in which hypothetical knowledge 1 increases based on proven knowledge 1,
proven knowledge 2 increases based on hypothetical knowledge 1, and hypothetical knowledge 2
increases based on proven knowledge 2 and does not lead to exponential divergent increases.
It eventually leads to an S-shaped convergent growth. This is in the same form as the convergent
knowledge increase in human autonomous learning. This makes us expect the same form of growth as
the basic model of knowledge diffusion [38].
Therefore, if this mechanism is introduced into autonomous learning, autonomous learning will
limit direct learning to bring about great changes to the possibility of unlimited expansion of direct
learning in existing computer systems. If the mechanism of autonomous learning is introduced into
computer programming or machine learning, the same limit of direct learning as that in human learning
will be introduced into machine learning systems. Therefore, selectively constructing large-scale direct
learning systems and autonomous learning systems based on their own functions and purposes
is reasonable.
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5. Mathematical Modeling
5.1. Causal Modeling of IMBDAL
The causal model of interaction between direct and autonomous model is explained in Figure 7.
There exist three important characteristics in the interactions between autonomous learning (AL) and
direct learning (DL).
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These are “AL and DL reinforcing each other and existence of capacity limit)”, “AL and DL
Synergy (synergic to each other)”, and “AL and DL conflict (conflict to each other)”. They are also
discussed more deeply.
5.1.1. AL and DL Self-Reinforcement and Existence of Capacity Limit
There are three reinforcing loops of “DL self-reinforcement,” such as (R-DL-1), (R-DL-2), and
(R-DL-3). (R-DL-1) is a reinforcing loop between DL and direct learning knowledge system (DLKS)
(knowledge stock from direct learning). (R-DL-2) is a reinforcing loop between DL and Total KS
(total knowledge stock). Total knowledge stock is assumed to be the sum of DLKS and autonomous
learning knowledge system (ALKS) (knowledge stock from autonomous learning). The amount of
direct learning (DL) is determined by DL effort and DL effectiveness.
• (Round(R)-DL-1) DL Self-reinforcement from “DLKS” growth: DL↑ DLKS↑ DL
Effectiveness↑ DL↑
• (R-DL-2) DL Self-reinforcement from “Total Knowledge Stock”: DL↑ DLKS↑ Total KS↑
DL Effectiveness↑ DL↑
Th reasons why we distinguish (R-DL-1) and (R-DL-2) are as follows. We exp ct that the
coefficient so t say DLKS in the relationship “from DLKS to DL effectiveness” and the co fficient
(let us say, c-Total KS) in the relationship “from Total KS to DL eff ctiveness” can be different with
each other. In general, it is expected that DL effectivenes will be more greatly affected by DLKS
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than the Total KS. However, there can be other possibilities also. First, if “c-total KS” is greater than
“c-DLKS”, it means DL Effectiveness can be improved much more by the Total KS rather than by DLKS.
As such, it means AL and ALKS have more positive effects on DL effectiveness. Second, “c-DLKS” can
be lowered to almost zero level as “DLKS” gets close to the “DL capacity limit”. This is because the
efficiency of DLKS’s impact onto DL Effectiveness is expected to lower as DLKS grows near to the DL
capacity limit.
Distinguished from (R-DL-1) and (R-DL-2), (R-DL-3) is a reinforcing loop between DL and DL
propensity. Here, the amount of knowledge stock is not directly related.
• (R-DL-3) DL Self-reinforcement from “DL Propensity (or DL Inertia)”: DL↑ DL Propensity↑
DL Effort↑ DL↑
DL propensity is the inertia or tendency to keep the current learning method. As such,
DL propensity means “behavioral inertia” on DL. It is because individuals or organizations have
the tendency to keep more easily doing “what they have been doing” because it is familiar and
behaviorally easy.
There are also three very similar AL self-reinforcement loops like DL, such as (R-AL-1), (R-AL-2),
and (R-AL-3). The clearest difference between DL and AL self-reinforcement loops is the existence of
“DLKS capacity limit” DLKS has a capacity limit, and it is expected that as DLKS grows to the capacity
limit, and its impact on DL effectiveness will be slowed down to zero level. However, we anticipate
that such a limit in AL and ALKS does not exist. As such, in a long term, ALKS can achieve much
more growth level rather than DLKS.
The existence of the three strong reinforcing loops in AL and DL makes us anticipate that there
will be a “critical mass” in the learning process and the accumulation of knowledge stock. The “critical
mass” in the learning process and the accumulation of knowledge stock is anticipated to exist in all kind
learning and knowledge stock process, such as individual, organizational, and national economy-level
learning and knowledge accumulation.
If a knowledge stock starts to grow, whether AL or DL, it follows the reinforcing loop growth
pattern. Thus, although learning and knowledge stock is small at the early stage, if only it reaches the
“critical mass,” its growth can increase in a very fast pace. This kind of phenomena has been observed
in many cases of the growth of economic knowledge stock, such as in Korea and recently in China.
The most important is that, because of the “capacity limit” that restricts the long-term growth in
DLKS, for an economy continue to further grow, AL is inevitable.
5.1.2. AL and DL Synergy
Synergy exists between AL and DL, which is caused by the “Total KS” growth. This is (R-Synergy).
• (R-Synergy) AL and DL Synergy from “Total KS” Growth: DL↑ DLKS↑ Total KS↑ AL
Effectiveness↑ AL↑ ALKS↑ Total KS↑ DL Effectiveness↑ DL↑
(R-Synergy) is a reinforcing loop that comes from the combination of (R-AL-2) and (R-DL-2).
(R-Synergy) have “8” shapes, and it comes from the interaction of the Total KS with each learning
method of AL and DL. It is not important where we start our learning from AL or DL. Regardless of
the starting point, if the Total KS starts to grow at some level, the other learning methods can also be
helped much.
However, if we take into account the possibility of external resource and external help, then DL
can be more effective in early stage of KS building.
5.1.3. AL and DL Conflict
A conflict between AL and DL also exists because each comes from “resource constraint” and
“AL or DL propensity”.
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As explained, the propensity is the behavioral inertia in learning, and it can be defined as
“learning inertia”.
As the dependency on the single learning method grows (AL or DL), the propensity or inertia
onto that learning method is reinforced, and it restricts the usage of the other learning method because
of the resource constraint. In fact, if there were an infinite resource, it would not be a problem.
There are two types of AL and DL conflict, (R-Conflict1), and (R-Conflict2). In addition, they are
“reinforcing loops” that makes “the rich richer and the poor poorer.” It means that if just one of the AL
or DL is going to be mainly used, the other learning method will be less and less used.
• (R-Conflict1) DL↑ DLP (DL Propensity) ↑ ALP↓ AL Effort↓ AL↓ ALP↓ DLP↑
DL Effort↑ DL↑ (not through KS but through propensity)
• (R-Conflict1) DL↑ DLP (DL Propensity) ↑ ALP↓ AL Effort↓ AL↓ ALP↓ DLP↑
DL Effort↑ DL↑ (not through KS but through propensity)
Because AL and DL conflict each other, the excessive reliance on single learning method can harm
the usage of the other method, and as a result, the total long-term outcomes in knowledge stock can be
harmed. This means that these conflicts are the “reinforcing loops” that makes “the rich richer and the
poor poorer”. This means, without proper policy intervention, as time goes on, just one of the AL or
DL is going to be mainly used, while the other learning method will be less and less used.
In addition, the excessive reliance on single learning method can also harm itself in a long term
through (B-Self-Conflict) loop. This is a strong balancing loop that can harm the entire learning process
through self-restriction.
• (B-Self-Conflict) DL↑ DLP↑ ALP↓ AL Effort↓ AL↓ ALKS↓ Total KS↓ DL
Effectiveness↓ DL↓ (It also exists the same in the AL part.)
This “self-conflict” means: First, the excessive reliance on single learning method can harm the
Total KS that is built significantly. Second, strong restricting loops exist because of the reliance on
single learning method. We should be cautious so that excessive reliance on single learning method
will not negatively affect the entire learning process.
5.1.4. Possibility of External Resource Injection
We hereby assume that external resource injection can be used solely for DL because autonomous
learning cannot be achieved through external forces or other aids because of its nature. If it is possible
that external resource can be used for “DL effort”, it can speed up the entire KS building process by
accelerating AL and DL self-reinforcement as well as AL and DL synergy.
Because DL can be boosted through external resource injection, in the early stage of building
knowledge stock, it may be proper to use DL more than AL with external resources and aids. However,
because DLKS may have the capacity limit, the usage of AL will inevitably boost long-term Total KS
growth. We have three necessary considerations, which are as follows:
• DLP (DL propensity) + ALP (AL propensity) = 1
• DL effectiveness is expected to decrease with DLKS (or Total KS) growth (DLKS capacity limit).
• AL effectiveness is expected to maintain or grow with ALKS (or Total KS) growth.
5.2. Mathematical Model Building
5.2.1. Basic Condition for Mathematical Modeling
As described in Figure 1, consider a simple model of the accumulation of knowledge by times
whose process consist of two parts, DL and AL. DL creates proven or confirmed knowledge (PK) from
the input of hypothetical knowledge (HK), which are created by AL, whereas AL creates HK from PK,
which are created by DL.
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(a) We assume that the accumulation of knowledge determines the rewards at each situation, so as
the concern about the size of knowledge. Knowledge stock consists of two parts: the sum of
PK, i.e., DLKS, as well as the sum of HK, i.e., ALKS. The accumulation of PK also interacts with
the accumulation of HK. These are different from the perspective of machine learning in several
facts [38].
(b) The increase of DLKS in accordance with direct learning requires cost in that the difference of
input resource based on time is allocated automatically by DL propensity. The output of DL is
proportional to the input size of DLKS. The increase of DLKS is finite in each time interval because
knowledge creation in finite time cannot be infinite. In addition, there is a memory decrease cycle,
DL forget coefficient [39], deleting of old DL, which does not fit with changed environment.
(c) ALKS has different aspects with DLKS in several factors. Autonomous learning offers from
horizontal and vertical expansion of DLKS. The creation of knowledge by AL is much bigger
than that of DL, but the increase of ALKS is finite in each time interval as in DLKS. This process
requires cost of injecting resource at each time step which is allocated by AL propensity. DL helps
AL since AL increases by proportional to DLKS. In addition, DL conflicts with AL in that DL
propensity + AL propensity = 1, which means that if DL propensity increases, then AL propensity
decreases. There is also a memory decrease cycle based on AL forget coefficient.
(d) At each time step, resources are divided into two parts by DL propensity and AL propensity
whose sum is one. Propensities represent the behavioral inertia which prevents the rapid change
from one side to another but continuous success of one side result in the increase of that propensity.
Propensities are controlled by the coefficients DL_min and DL_max, which set the minimum and
the maximum bound of DL propensity, respectively.
5.2.2. Building up Activating Model
At time t, let the available (or input) resource be R_t.
Resource allocation based on the effort functions is as follows.
Resource R_t is partitioned by DL and AL propensities
[DL Effort]_t = DLP_(t-1) × R_t
[AL]_t = [AL Effectiveness]_(t-1) × [AL Effort]_t
[AL Effort]_t = [ALP]_(t-1) × R_t
The propensities based on the function of behavior inertia are as follows.
(DLP_t,ALP_t)= Inertia (∆DL_t,∆AL_t,DLP_(t-1),ALP_(t-1,)Inc_(_min),Inc_(_max),[DL]_(_min),
Inc_(_min))
DLP_t + ALP_t = 1
[DL]_(_min) ≤ DLP_t ≤ [DL]_(_max)
1-[DL]_(_max) ≤ ALP_t ≤ 1 – [DL]_(_min)
Inc_(_min) ≤ DLP_t-DLP_(t-1) ≤ Inc_(_max)
The effectiveness (output of knowledge by the unit resource) is as follows.
[DL Effectiveness]_t = DL Effective(ALKS_t,DL_(_coefficients))
Knowledge creation based DL in unit time step has the upper bound.
[AL Effectiveness]_t = AL Effective(DLKS_t,AL_(_coefficients))
Knowledge creation based on AL in unit time step has the upper bound that is much bigger than that
of DL.
The learning functions for direct learning and autonomous learning are as follows.
DLt = DL Effectivenesst-1 × DL Effortt
ALt = AL Effectivenesst-1 × AL Effortt
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The increase of knowledge stocks is as follows.
[DLKS]_t = [DLKS]_(t-1) × (1-DL_(__forget__coefficient)) + [DL]_t
[ALKS]_t = [ALKS]_(t-1) × (1-AL_(__forget__coefficient)) + [AL]_t
DL creates proven knowledge, and AL creates hypothetical knowledge.
5.2.3. Simulation Results
If we do not use the logic of resource allocation based on behavior inertia but use the constant
propensities (DLPt, ALPt) = (0.5, 0.5), then we have the curves of PK and HK as in Figure 8. As time
goes by, the increase of (PK, HK) slows down to zero and (PK, HK) converges to some value.
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Now, let us look at the result when we use the logic of resource allocation based on behavior inertia.
As we can see in Figure 9, the knowledge sizes of PK and HK have the upper bound respectively.
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The result of DL Propensity DLPt and AL Propensity ALPt is also shown in Figure 10. We set the
propensity minimum to 0.1, the propensity maximum to 0.9, and the initial values of DLP1 and ALP1
to 0.5. DLP increases to the maximum value where the HK in Figure 10 stays at the local maximum.
It stays at it for some time then goes down to 0.5 where DK in Figure 10 has the global maximum, and
goes down again to minimum and remains, where DL and HL converge to some values.
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6. Discussion and Application
6.1. Application to Machine Learning
The areas of machine learning or artificial intelligence to which IMBDAL can be applied are
various. In this paper, the areas in which autonomous learning models can be applied immediately at
the level of conceptual models will be presented.
First, cleaning robots can be included. The current cleaning robots do not have the action
mechanism to change their moving speeds and intensity of suction based on the wastes to be sucked
or the characteristics of floors to be cleaned. If autonomous leaning is introduced as per the model in
Figure 12, the learning of the cleaning robots will increase as they undergo step n − 1, step n, and step
n + 1 so that they can adapt to various types of wastes and floors, and thus, the cleaning efficiency will
increase. However, these processes will involve additional costs because the robots’ speeds will be
reduced in the process of application of autonomous learning and energy consumption will increase.
In addition, if the time in which learning can be applied becomes longer than the normal time assigned
to be 80%, the enhancement of cleaning efficiency will reach its limit. That is, when autonomous
learning has been introduced into cleaning robots, the cleaning efficiency will not improve infinitely,
but there will be a limit. In addition, in this case, the fact that if the pieces of learning in different
stages are contradictory to each other, the substitution of eventual learning with the former learning is
a conclusion naturally derived based on the logic of autonomous learning. This idea has been already
enrolled as a business model patent at Korea patent office.
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Second, intelligent navigation systems can be included. In the existing navigation systems, the
operation records of vehicles are not accumulated into the navigation database for the next operation.
However, in intelligent navigation systems, as shown in Figure 13, information on vehicle operation
time and routes is accumulated and provided as the foundation of the next utilization of navigation
along with the existing navigation database. In this case, the navigation systems of vehicles that
frequently operate in a certain region can accumulate more accurate information suitable for reality,
thereby being able to provide customized navigation information. Even with the same navigation
system, different pieces of navigation information can be provided depending on the operating regions
and time of the person utilizing it. This navigation information is not infinitely individualized, but
only those pieces of navigation information update information that are contradictory to the existing
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database information are additionally accumulated. If the pieces of information to be accumulated
are different from the information accumulated in earlier stages, the information in the last stage will
prevail. These intelligent navigation systems provide navigation information that fits the individuals’
inclinations but sacrifice the normalized database information. If conflicts between individuals’ pieces
of navigation utilization information occur frequently, the individuals’ accumulation of navigation
information will be limited; that is, although intelligent navigation systems provide differentiated
information, there are limitations in learning, such as limits in deviation from the database and limits
in the accumulation of information. This idea is under review process to be enrolled as business model
patent at Korea patent office.
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Third, intelligent Web search engines can be included. For instance, if three pieces of direct
learning occur in stage n − 1 as shown in Figure 14, autonomous learni g with a breadth of 27
and a much larger depth will occur. In this situ tion, the search attempts f r stage n will lead to
five pieces of direct learning a d much wider an d eper autonomous l arning. If autonomous
le rni g in stage n − 1 and direct learning in stage n are different from each oth r, the form r relevant
autonomous learning wil be deleted. Of course, direct le rning in the earlier stage that s contradictory
to direct learning in the eventual stage a d autonomous learning derived from the latt r will also
be delet . Direct learning in search engi es means cases in which the r leva t knowledge was not
made by the operation of the search engines but made by information pr duc rs accu ulated.
These autonomous le rning search engines c nnot only expand information quantitatively but can also
produce qualitatively deeper various pieces of information. Of course, there are limits i quantitative
expansion and qualitative accumulation, and the uncertainty of information is not completely relieved
in the stage of searching. Web searches for autonomous learning are characterized by the coexistence of
small percentages of proven knowledge with uncertain boundaries and high percentages of non-proven
knowledge. Therefore, the creative search results and uncertain search results appear simultaneously.
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6.2. Discussion from Findings at Simulation
First, autonomous learning can increase much bigger than direct learning because it increases from
horizontal or vertical expansion of direct learning without direct learning and autonomous learning
have constant propensity or behavior inertia, as seen in Figures 8 and 9. However, autonomous
learning cannot increase without enough direct learning. This situation is the same in human learning
and firms’ learning. In particular, a firm cannot succeed in creative open innovation without the core
capability that is based on internal research and development.
Second, direct and autonomous learning propensities are not constant. Direct learning propensity
is high in the early stage, and autonomous learning propensity is high in the late stage, as seen in
Figure 10. A firm should invest more resources on accumulating internal capability at early stage, but it
invests more resources on open innovation after growing up. The situation is similar in human learning.
Third, direct and autonomous learning neither grow constantly nor smoothly, but tiredly, as seen
in Figure 11. Even direct learning in effectiveness grows tiredly, not to talking of autonomous learning.
This is same in the firms’ internal research and development. If any firm invests in internal research,
the innovation results occur not at once but after a little interval with tired type. Even though any firm
does open innovation such as M&A or partnership, the result does not occur at once. The situation is
same in human learning.
Fourth, direct and autonomous learnings increase in diminishing amounts in the given time like
in Figure 11 and arrive at maximum like in Figures 9 and 10. Infinite increase of knowledge in firms
cannot be possible. As such, destructive innovation is not selective but essential for any firm to survive
in markets. Human beings also have their maximum in learning even though they can increase their
autonomous learning until late.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work
IMBDAL presents a newly conceptualized learning model that can be applied to machine learning
that is centered on the characteristics of humans’ autonomous learning. This model is presented at the
level of concepts and developed as a mathematical model through the causal loop model. However, the
targets that may actually be applied to machine learning were derived, and algorithms for autonomous
learning models for the relevant targets were developed to verify the characteristics and limitations
that appear when the models are applied to actual machine learning in advance. If IMBDAL is applied
to machine learning or computer science through this process, the machine learning that satisfies users’
conditions will be deepened depending on the users’ demands and expectations so that the relevant
machines or computers are differentiated from other machines or computers that are made similar.
They will also accumulate knowledge or information that is specialized for individuals. In addition,
if IMBDAL is applied to machine learning or computer science, the characteristics, such as certainty,
completeness, and continuous maintenance of the acquired information that have been regarded as
the characteristics of machines and computers, will be replaced by uncertainty, non-completeness, and
acquired information under the continuous feedback processes of revision, supplementation, addition,
and deletion.
In further studies, through simulations in various conditions, this model should be developed to
be more sophisticated, and the characteristics and elements of IMBDAL should be presented more
clearly. In addition, this model should be directly applied to various kinds of realistic machine learning
to enhance the models’ suitability for reality.
In addition, we could understand the essence of open innovation in the learning process from
IMBDAL. Open innovation increases the emergence of new knowledge for creativity from the sacrifice
of the efficiency of direct learning accumulation. We have to choose the ratio between creativity and
efficiency when we build up open innovation strategy for any firm if we follow the implication of
IMBDAL. However, we should develop more sophisticated conditions for individual open innovation
or closed innovation strategy through simulations in several situations to apply IMBDAL and establish
open innovation strategy directly.
Finally, we confess that we studied the open innovation learning which means the common
area of open innovation, and learning. Thus, studies on “learning in open innovation” and/or
“open innovation in learning” should be researched additionally.
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